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WIRELESS KEYBOARD & MOUSE 

——User Manual —— 

(MODEL: C20) 

 
PACKING CONTENTS: 

Wireless keyboard 1Piece 

Wireless mouse 1Piece 

Nano receiver 1Piece 

Manual 1Piece 

Battery 1*AA for the mouse 1Piece 

Battery 1*AAA for the keyboard  1Piece 

 

SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS: 

1、OS: Windows XP/7/8/10/Mac 

2、Interface: USB port (1.1/2.0） 

 

INSTALLATIONS： 

1、Take out the Nano receiver, plug it into USB port. 

2、System will automatically install the device driver. 

3、Nano receiver has been installed well.  

4、Take out the mouse and open up the battery cover backside. 

5、Take out the battery and take off the transparent protective film. 

6、Install the AA battery properly. 
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(please make sure to install the battery correctly, or it may damage the mouse) 

7、The mouse can start to work when its LED is ON. 

8、Take out the keyboard and open up the battery cover backside. 

9、Install the AAA battery properly, the function LED will twinkle to hint when it’ s done, 

(please make sure to install the battery correctly, or it may damage the mouse) 

10、Put back the battery cover, now you can enjoy your wireless keyboard. 

   

INSTRUCTIONS： 

1、Switch DPI(800-1200-1600) 

Press the left and middle buttons synchronously for more than 5 seconds to switch the 
DPI in loop. 

 

2、Keyboard Locks 

A、 Num Lock and Caps Lock on the keyboard. 

B、 Indicating lights will be off when keyboard keeps no working for 1 minutes. Pls click 
any keys to wake up.  

 

 

3、Multimedia function 
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WARM TIPS: 

1、Please use mouse on a mouse pad. We don’t recommend to use on mirror,glass or uneven 
surface. 

2、Please use alcohol to wipe the dirty mouse. Don' t soak it in other liquids.  

3、Mouse will be in sleep mode for power saving when it keeps no using for 30 minutes. Click 
buttons or scroll the wheel to wake it up. 

4、If keyboard or mouse doesn’t work properly please try the following steps in the condition 
that it’s not in low battery and battery has been installed properly. 

a. take out the battery from mouse. 

b. replug the nano receiver or plug the nano receiver into another USB port. 

c. reinstall the battery to the mouse and the mouse should be reset successfully 

d. press "ESC" and "=" for more than 5 seconds after installing battery, then you will see the 
function LED light on. 

e. replug the nano receiver or plug the nano receiver into another USB port. 

f. when receiver is repluged, the keyboard should be reset successfully. 

g. if it’s still not working, please repeat above steps to reset. 

DISCLAIMER: 

we've tried our best to make sure information contained in this user manual are correct and 
complete, we'll take no any responsibility if there's any mistake on it. And we keep the right to 
update the contents.hardware and software mentioned herewith without prior notice. 

 


